Long Plank
2050 x 205 x 9.5mm
Per box = 6 planks (2.522m2)

... and the Environment

Endless Plank
1200 x 190 x 8mm
Per box = 7 planks (1.596m2)

Our Studio Laminate Collection is proudly manufactured by Pergo.
Recycling is a key part of Pergo's environmental policy. 80% of the
content of their products consists of wood surplus from the wood
industry. They use only renewable wood products such as pine and
spruce.

Classic Plank
1200 x 190 x 8mm
Per box = 7 planks (1.596m2)

Pergo are also the first flooring manufacturer to ever achieve the official
Nordic Ecolabel, the Green Swan. The Swan certifies that their products
are certified as a good environmental choice with respect to the
product's overall impact on the environment, from raw material to
waste.

Sensation

1380 x 190 x 8mm
Per box = 7 planks (1.84m2)

Pergo laminate is PEFC certified (Programme for the Endorsement of
Forest Certification schemes) which signifies that the wood used in
these products originate from sustainably managed forests.
•
•
•
•
•

Green Swan certification
PEFC certified
ISO14001 manufacturing plant
Low VOC emissions
Recyclable as an energy source

Cleaning Recommendations
Do not clean with a steam mop or saturate the floor with water.

Distributed exclusively in New Zealand
by Jacobsen and
available only through approved stockists.
Sold in complete packs
Your nearest stockist

Once every two weeks, it is recommended to damp mop your flooring. For best
results use Tarkett TarkoClean and a microfibre mop. Change mop head regularly
and moisten with a dilute solution of Tarkett TarkoClean as per instructions.
Remove any stains when fresh. Never spray any cleaning agent directly onto the
floor without testing an inconspicuous area first. When using a solvent or concentrated cleaning solution, read the safety notice carefully!

Issue date: NOVEMBER 2017

Simply dry mopping, microfibre mopping or vacuuming your floor is all it takes to
give your flooring all its beauty back. Wipe the mop lengthways along the planks.
Mop using long back and forth motion and do not pick the mop up.

Drift Oak | Long Plank
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Reasons For Choosing
Studio Pergo Laminate

1
2
3
4
5

Studio Pergo Laminate

Studio Pergo Laminate

Long Plank

Sensation

Feel the difference!

It looks great
The perfect floor offering the warmth,
beauty and character of natural wood
without the hassle of marks and
scratches.

Burnt Oak

Cottage Grey Oak

It's practical

Drift Oak

Modern Grey Oak

Reclaimed Grey Oak

Royal Oak

Multi-layer technology provides
superior resistance to wear, impact and
scratches.

It's comfortable

Barista Oak

A Pergo laminate floor keeps its
elegant finish year after year. The
secret lies in the patented Titan X
surface protection.

Coastal Oak

Farmhouse Oak

Limed Grey Oak

Manor Oak

Modern Danish Oak

New England Oak

Scraped Vintage Oak

Urban Grey Oak

Village Oak

Beach House

Classic

Create a healthier, cleaner and safer
living environment with less dirt, dust
and allergens compared to carpet.

It lasts

Brushed White Pine

Endless Plank

There is more to a beautiful floor than
meets the eye. That is why Pergo
laminate floors look and feel so
authentic.

It's healthy

Sensation features innovative embossing technology to make the detailed wood grain stand out - all the way to the
edge. Improved water resistance also makes Sensation ideal for busy homes,
stores, cafes and restaurants.

Linnen Oak - 2-Strip

Morning Oak - Plank

Mountain Grey Oak - Plank

Natural Oak - Plank

Warranty
Residential Wear Warranty
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It's an intelligent choice!
Great looks, durable, easy
maintenance, environmentally friendly
and excellent value for money.

Commercial Wear Warranty
Premium Oak - Plank

Colours shown are indicative only.
Please make your choice from actual samples before installation.
Follow installation instructions inside each pack.
Not suitable for wet areas such as bathrooms.

Residential Waterproof Warranty (Sensation only)
Laminate must be installed and maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations, and subject to our terms and conditions.
Please refer to our web site www.jacobsens.co.nz.

